
 

September 13, 2019 

 

1. Approval of May 10 Minutes: The May minutes were approved as amended.  

2. Officers’ Reports— 

President’s Report: Joachin’s college has challenged him to give a record that Honors 

classes have lower caps. Other colleges have this problem as well. Chris said that 

though Honors numbers are rising, the increased expense of our programs will make 

the contract model more useful. However, some colleges are resisting the model. We 

can write letters as an organization to reinforce the need for our programs. The 

structures for contracts vary between colleges, from those who go through curriculum 

and senate to those in which the contract is de facto approved by the course’s approval. 

MSJC has a process in which the Honors committee approves the contracts. Most of the 

classes are in the stacked/tiered model. Riverside City College district has decided not 

to have contracts. Joachin suggested that IGETC should be the model. UCLA has 

encouraged contracts as improving access to education.  

 We talked about obstacles to contracts: faculty turf wars, funding, ensuring rigor, 

recruiting professors, transferability. Veronica reported that Mesa has started a 

“Community of Practice” organization that enhances dialogue about innovation. 

Dean suggested we should make this question part of our Teaching Learning 

Symposium.  

 The question of how to get more buy-in from stakeholders comes down to a 

concern for flexibility, which is easier to have in smaller scale courses. The 

concern that stacked/tiered/contract classes aren’t honors pedagogy is moot, 

considering that these questions exist in stand-alone classes as well. A way to 

think about honors is that they are going beyond what was there in the class.  

 Chris stressed how all our colleges have done something we can share that will 

help all of us do better. All our ideas are lifted from someone else’s. We can have 
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a best practices meeting that shares ideas that have transformed our programs. 

Joachin suggested having best practices sessions throughout the year.  

 We will send out a new survey of funding and infrastructure. 

Vice President’s Report: Dean encouraged everyone to get involved in poster judging 

and other conference activities. He asked about online Honors courses. Heidi has 

included an Honors online course because some students said they needed more access. 

They have careful vetted the instructor and methods. They will continue online classes 

with moderation. Erik said MSJC has online classes with face-to-face components. It 

has worked because their service area stretches from Banning to Temecula, making 

coming into class twice a week prohibitive. Christopher says they “jumped in,” 

encouraged by how the Honors online courses helped access. The senate evaluates and 

vets the classes. They have associate faculty who use teaching the classes as 

springboards for getting full-time teaching jobs. They have a hybrid/stacked program 

that allows students to take up to three online classes. These classes have been helpful 

for the many military or military family students they have, who can take the classes 

while deployed. The fear is that transfer institutions will not accept the online class. 

That is less of a concern as universities become more accepting of online units. T.L. 

says that most of the concerns about rigor have already been addressed; if we have 

vibrant faculty-driven committees, that will make sure that rigor happens. The 

community of practice must work with honors to make quality happen—online as in 

face-to-face. Online classes are not a limitation; they allow regular effective contact to 

be 24/7 rather than at office hours or right after class.  

Treasurer’s Report: No report. 

Transfer Coordinator’s Report: Erik reported that Alannah will send out an email over 

the weekend that has updates about agreements. She stressed the Transfer meeting at 

LA City in October.  

Secretary’s Report: Included in Editor’s Report.  

Editor’s Report: Tim reported that he will run about ninety abstracts this year.  

 

3. Conference Report— 

Conference Program: Joachin said that we are changing the name of the conference to 

“UCI Community Colleges Honors Research Conference.” They will also be handling 

registration. They will create conference and abstract submission forms. We will still 

have access to these forms. Erik said there are two major concerns right now: 

encourage students and faculty to produce the research and apply to the program, and 

make sure we have a process and vetting procedure on our campuses. We will need 

readers for the abstracts.  

Conference Registration List: We will need to get the abstracts to Erik by December 

23. We will keep early registration until March 1. January 17 will be the date to open 

early registration. They will need to make sure the committees in charge of volunteers 

and other conference activities have access to the database. We will also need a link 

from our website to UCI’s, and we will need to rebrand the material for the conference 

to make sure the HTCC information is not there. We should also have more information 
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from UROP and other UCI organizations. It should mean more signage, more inclusion, 

more professional conference infrastructure. UCI would like to move the conference to 

March. Erik would prefer drop-down or auto-fill registration. Christopher said they will 

probably have data-collection mechanisms such as surveys. UCI might take a room for 

their own recruitment presentations. Erik said the Aliso Beach rooms might be perfect 

for those.  

Poster Scoring Sign-up: Erik and Dean recruited Anthony to be poster scoring 

coordinator.  

Scholarship Readers/Scoring Sign-up: No report. It will be important next semester.  

Conference Page: Joachin said we will start seeing new links as the conference moves 

into fruition.  

 

4. Oxnard Community College accepted into the HTCC: Erik said the infrastructure 

suggests a fully functional honors program. The body approved the acceptance advanced 

by the officers.  

 

5. Honors Program—Guided Two-Year Pathway Funding: Joachin said that he has had 

a three-fold increase in Honors enrollment. The school has established liberal arts and 

STEM pathways. He handed out how-tos and advice on linking the new funding formula 

to benefit. He stressed that multipliers such as disadvantaged or minoritized students 

increase our viability. The data he compiled on a cohort of two-hundred Honors students 

suggest that honors students have generated almost two million dollars for the college. 

There are best practices such as some sort of bridge program in the summer. They try to 

have Honors students finish their Honors requirements in a year. They will adjust this to 

include an Honors certificate of achievement. They have had to go contracts because the 

English department often caps Honors classes at ten and then converts the sections to 

general population when they don’t make. He will update us in the spring with results. 

That will show how the projections match the reality.  

 

6. HTCC Meeting Locations—2019-2020: Joachin handed out a revised meeting schedule. 

The Teaching in Honors Symposium will be January 31, 2020. Erik stressed the 

importance of going to the NCHC conference, and Heidi put in a plug for NCORE.  


